Economic growth slows in 2nd quarter

Slow growth is breaking news.

News Alert: Economic growth slows to 2.4 percent pace in 2Q, weakest in nearly a year
08:35 AM EDT Friday, July 30, 2010
------------------

WASHINGTON -- The recovery lost momentum in the second quarter as growth slowed to a 2.4 percent pace, its most sluggish showing in nearly a year and too weak to drive down unemployment.

Weaker spending by consumers, less growth coming from companies restocking shrunken stockpiles and a bigger drag from the nation's trade deficits were the main factors behind the second quarter's slowdown.

For more information, visit washingtonpost.com:
http://link.email.washingtonpost.com/r/ZTVJ68/GKXPH7/42P9JW/1K9QEA/UVFM7/N9/t

Search term: I scratched around quite a bit because I was either getting lots of growth slowing in phenomenon not US economy or I was missing US economic growth because of variety of language. I finally settled on growth slows quarter.

First search [desktop Archivist] produced only 463 messages and about a third were earlier than 30th or were not about US economic growth. Then I moved the search to SocialPing.

Closed the search August 2. The total messages found was 354. It was down to ten a day.
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